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WA’s leading supplier of air, oil, fuel and hydraulic filters at discount prices.

Huge range of lubricants and  
dispensing equipment

Filter Discounters has worked with Total Lubricants for a number of years.  
As one of the largest oil companies in the world, this French brand provides  
the complete range of lubricants for every application. 

We also carry the full range of lubricants from Penrite Oil Company and  
sell thousands of litres of their synthetic diesel and petrol oils.

In addition to providing all your filters, Filter Discounters can 
supply all your lubricants at great prices. We supply packaged 
oil from as small as 200mL packs right through to 205L drums 
and 1,000L pods. And we can arrange delivery.

Supplying leading brands

We carry many other service items and workshop  
devices including:

• bulk grease and grease cartridges

•  spray lubricants and additives including the Moreys range 
of smoke killer, oil stabiliser and greases

• fuel treatments such as F-10

• Grease guns, air grease dispensers and lubricant  
 transfer pumps

•  air intake accessories, ducting, pre-cleaners (including 
leading Donaldson and Centri pre-cleaners)

• air filter housings

• pre-fuel filter housings and kits, fuel hose and barbs

• hydraulic breathers, level temp gauges

•  batteries, cable ties, automotive compressors, 4 wheel 
drive recovery gear

• and much, much more!

Visit our NEW 
superstore  

now.

WA’s leading supplier of  
air, oil, fuel and hydraulic filters  
at discount prices.

Bulk Oils



Who we are

We specialise in selling filters and 
lubricants for your machines. If you 
have a car, 4 wheel drive, truck, bobcat, 
excavator, genset, boat, tractor, 
harvestor, drilling rig, compressor or 
other piece of machinery, we will have 
an excellent idea of the filtration and 
lubricant requirements for your machine. 
Because that is exactly what we do every 
working day of the year!

Discount Prices 
And what is even better than just 
knowing what filters and lubricants are 
right for your machine is being able to 
supply them on the spot with products 
of exceptional quality and meeting or 
exceeding OEM spec, at discounted 
prices.

New Superstore 
We have just expanded into our new 
‘superstore’ which is another way of 
saying we have an expanded showroom 
and warehouse that is full to the brim with 
air, oil, fuel and hydraulic filters, air oil 
separators and lubricants.

We handle filters and lubricants by the 
pallet load and even container load. We 
have one large machinery customer for 
whom we bring in containers of filters 
directly from Europe especially for them.

So we know a lot about filters and 
we know what applications they are 
appropriate for. 

We buy and sell thousands of them every 
month and we keep thousands in stock. 

We supply most of our filters to the 
mining sector and we receive really 
good feedback from our customers 
regarding the demands and performance 
of everything we sell in the very harsh 
conditions of Australia’s north west. 

We can offer that 
knowledge and experience 
with filter performance 
and standards to all our 
customers, irrespective 
of the application and 
environment. We are also  
a preferred supplier of 
Total Lubricants and 
Penrite Oil.

Filter Discounters is a specialist filter and lubricant 
business based in Wangara, Western Australia. 

Privately owned by brothers Andrew and Nick 
Flavel and supported by Operations Manager 
Jacob McInerney and a team of very helpful and 
knowledgeable staff, we carry a vast range of filters 
and lubricants for every application.

Leading Brands:

Fleetguard, Donaldson,
Mann + Hummel, Filtrec,
Baldwin, Wesfil, Total,  
Penrite, Castrol and 
many more.

We supply filters for every application

We spend a lot of time sourcing filters 
and select a preferred brand for each 
individual application based on the 
expertise of the manufacturer, the quality 
of production, comparison against OEM 
spec and value for money. Many of the 
brands we carry actually manufacture 
filters for the OEM’s.

We purchase in bulk, we carry substantial 
inventory and we buy and sell at 
unbeatable prices. If you have a fleet 
of machines, you do don’t need to run 
across town sourcing the filters from 
each machinery supplier. You can save 
time and money by visiting us.

If you control remote depots or work 
sites, we specialise in picking, packing, 
wrapping and palletising (if required) 
filters for freight. We have most of 
the major freight carriers visiting our 
warehouse daily and we know the 
schedules.  We even ship goods daily 
with Australia Post. Packing filters for 
transport is a specialised task. 

They need to be sealed from dust and 
packed in a specific way to minimise 
damage in transit. Don’t leave this task 
to amateurs.

We also provide a ‘filter kit’ service for 
any application you have. We agree the 
service intervals, kit components  
and kit code with you and it  
makes for easy ordering,  
packing and dispatch. And  
we label kits very carefully so  
even inexperienced fitters or  
depot staff can identify the  
package and contents and  
minimise wastage due to  
incorrect  
identification  
of filters.

Filter Discounters is a preferred supplier of  
many leading brands of filter. 

Ever wondered how hard your compressor filters work?

Air Filter

Air / Oil Separator

Take a closer look at what the filters fitted to a 50kW compressor have to purify in 4000 hours of operation!

2.5 billion litres of air 
(Volume of 1000 Olympic Swimming Pools).

Will separate in excess of 5000 litres of oil from a volume of 152 
Olympic Swimming Pools of 90ºC air / oil vapour. Delivering on 
oil carry over of a miniscule 2-3ppm.

Oil Filter 11.5 million litres of oil (Volume of 4.6 Olympic Swimming Pools).


